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Stabilization of sawteeth in tokamaks with toroidal flows
Robert G. Kleva and Parvez N. Guzdar
Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742-3511

~Received 20 July 2001; accepted 23 April 2002!

Sheared toroidal flows with a magnitude of the order of the sound speed are shown to stabilize
sawteeth in tokamaks. In the absence of flows, tokamak equilibria in which the central safety factor
q is less than unity are unstable to resistive tearing modes~resistive internal kink modes! with
toroidal mode numbern51. As the ratiob of the plasma pressure to the magnetic field pressure
increases, the growth rate of then51 mode rises because of the increasing pressure gradient.
However, the addition of a toroidal flow to the equilibrium has a stabilizing effect. As the magnitude
of the toroidal flow approaches the sound speed, then51 resistive tearing mode can be completely
stabilized by the flow, eliminating sawteeth. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The maximum temperature in tokamak experiments
often limited by the occurrence of sawteeth.1,2 During a dis-
charge with sawteeth, there is a rapid, fractional drop in
central temperature, followed by a slower increase as
temperature recovers. This process then repeats periodic
The resulting time trace of the central temperature resem
sawteeth. Kadomtsev proposed a model of sawteeth3 in
which Ohmic heating causes the slow rise in the central t
perature and, consequently, a reduction in the plasma r
tivity h. In response to the improvement in the conductiv
the central current densityJ0 increases, driving the safet
factor q0;J0

21 at the center below unity. Magnetohydrod
namic ~MHD! analyses of current profiles withq0,1 have
demonstrated that such profiles are unstable to resistive
ing ~resistive internal kink! mode perturbations with toroida
mode numbern51.3,4 In Kadomtsev’s model, the resultin
instability reconnects the reversed helical magnetic fi
lines around the resonant surface whereq51, raising q
above unity everywhere. At the same time, the temperatur
the center of the discharge decreases as some of the e
contained in the center is expelled outwards. In Kadomtse
model, this entire process then repeats as the central tem
ture slowly rises again because of Ohmic heating, resul
in a series of periodic sawteeth in the central temperat
Numerical simulations of the MHD equations by Sykes a
Wesson5 confirmed that magnetic field lines are reconnec
at theq51 resonant surface by the resistive tearing mo
Dentonet al.6 then succeeded in numerically reproducing t
entire time trace of the periodic sawteeth seen in tokam
experiments.

However, some of the features of Kadomtsev’s mo
are not in accord with the experimental observations. S
teeth can be eliminated in experiments with the use of a
iliary heating methods7 ~ion cyclotron resonance heatin
and/or neutral beam heating! or by externally applied reso
nant magnetic perturbations.8 Importantly, measurements o
the magnetic field profile in these experiments indicate t
q0 remains below unity during the entire period over whi
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sawteeth are stabilized. This observation is at odds with
oretical results which predict that current profiles withq0

,1 are unstable.3–6 This discrepancy between the expe
mental observations and the theoretical MHD results
prompted the creation of new models which attempt to
plain this unexpected stability whenq,1. Explanations
based upon energetic trapped particles9,10 and flattened cur-
rent gradients with zero magnetic shear at theq51 resonant
surface11 have been proposed.

These previous calculations of MHD stability of curre
profiles withq0,1 neglected the effect of plasma flows.
slab geometry, plasma flows have been shown to have a
bilizing influence on tearing modes.12–14In an earlier paper15

we studied the effect of a shear poloidal flow on the stabi
of the n51 resistive internal kink~tearing! mode in current
profiles withq0,1. We demonstrated that a sheared poloi
flow can stabilize the resistive internal kink mode ev
thoughq0,1. Then51 mode is stable when the local gra
dient udv(r )/drur 5r 1

in the poloidal rotation frequencyv(r )
at the radiusr 1 of theq51 resonant surface is larger than th
local gradientudvA(r )/drur 5r 1

in the shear Alfve´n frequency
vA(r )5ki(r )VA :

Udv~r !

dr U
r 5r 1

>UdvA~r !

dr
U

r 5r 1

. ~1!

Here,ki(r )5R21@121/q(r )# is the wave number parallel to
the magnetic field,VA5(Bf

2 /4prm) is the Alfvén speed,r is
the minor radius of the torus,R is the major radius of the
torus,Bf is the toroidal magnetic field, andrm is the mass
density of the plasma. The local gradient in the shear Alfv´n
frequency is dominated by the shear in the magnetic fie
Therefore, then51 mode is stable when the local shear
the poloidal flow at theq51 resonant surface is larger tha
the local shear in the magnetic field. This stability criteri
does not at all depend on the magnitude of the plasma re
tivity h or on the global details of the profiles of the rotatio
frequency and the current. Subsequently, toroidal flows h
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3014 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 7, July 2002 R. G. Kleva and P. N. Guzdar
been shown to have a stabilizing influence on the idealh
[0) internal kink mode in a large aspect ratio torus.16,17

In our earlier research on poloidal flow stabilization
sawteeth,15 we considered a lowb plasma, whereb is the
ratio of the plasma pressureP to the magnetic field pressur
Bf

2 /8p, in periodic cylindrical geometry. The plasma dynam
ics were described by the reduced MHD equations in wh
the plasma pressure is neglected. In this paper we invest
the effect of a toroidal flow on sawtooth stability for a fini
b plasma in toroidal geometry. The plasma dynamics
described by the fully compressible resistive MHD equ
tions, including an evolution equation for the plasma te
perature. When the magnitude of the toroidal flow a
proaches the sound speed, the resulting centrifugal fo
becomes large enough to impact the toroidal equilibrium.
find that sheared toroidal flows with a magnitude of the or
of the sound speed can completely stabilize then51 mode
in tokamaks withq0,1. In the absence of flows, the grow
rate of then51 mode rises asb increases because of th
increasing pressure gradient. However, the addition of a
oidal flow to the equilibrium has a stabilizing effect. As th
magnitude of the flow approaches the sound speed, thn
51 mode can be completely stabilized, eliminating sa
teeth.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The eq
tions that form the basis of our numerical calculations
presented in Sec. II, and the effect of a toroidal flow
tokamak equilibrium is described. The effect of increasingb
on the stability of then51 mode in flow free tokamaks i
considered in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we investigate the stabi
of tokamak equilibria with toroidal flows. The effect of a
increasing toroidal flow on the growth rate and mode str
ture of then51 mode is presented. The results are summ
rized in Sec. V.

II. TOROIDAL EQUILIBRIA WITH TOROIDAL FLOWS

Our numerical simulations of sawtooth stability in tok
maks are based on the resistive MHD equations for the m
netic fieldB, the mass velocityV, the temperatureT, and the
mass densityrm :

]B/]t5¹Ã~VÃB!1h¹2B, ~2!

]U/]t1¹"~VU!5JÃB2¹P1m¹2U, ~3!

]T/]t1V"¹T2¹ik i¹iT50, ~4!

]rm /]t1¹"U2D¹2rm50, ~5!

where the parallel gradient¹i5b̂"¹ with b̂5B/uBu, the mo-
mentum densityU5rmV, the pressureP5rmT, the current
J5¹ÃB, and¹"(VU)5V"¹U1(¹"V)U, for a plasma with
resistivity h, viscositym, parallel thermal conductivityk i ,
and diffusion coefficientD. Equations~1!–~4! are solved in
toroidal geometry (R,f,z), whereR is the major radial co-
ordinate of the torus,f is the toroidal angle, andz is the
vertical distance along the axis of the torus, with a squ
conducting wall of half-widtha in the poloidal plane. The
equations are given in normalized units18 in which distances
in R andz are normalized toa, the timet is normalized to the
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Alfvén time tA[a/vA with vA the Alfvén speed, the resis
tivity h5S21 where the Lundquist numberS[t r /tA is the
ratio of the resistive diffusion timet r to the Alfvén time, and
the sound speedcs5AT. In our simulations we consider
torus with aspect ratioA[R0 /a53, whereR0 is the major
radius of the torus. The magnetic field in toroidal geome
can be written in the form

B5¹cÃf̂/R1Bff̂, ~6!

wherec is the poloidal magnetic flux andf̂ is a unit vector
in the f direction.

Axisymmetric equilibria, independent of the toroid
anglef, are obtained from Eqs.~2!–~5! by neglecting the
time derivatives and the dissipative terms. In equilibrium,
net force in the momentum equation~3! must be zero:

À¹P1JÃB1R̂rmVf
2 /R50, ~7!

whereVf is the equilibrium toroidal flow velocity andR̂ is a
unit vector in theR direction. In addition to the usual forc
caused by the pressure gradient and the LorentzJ3B force,
there is an additional centrifugal force outward in the ma
radius because of the toroidal flow.

The rapid transport of energy along the magnetic fi
lines forces the equilibrium temperature to be uniform alo
the equilibrium magnetic field lines:B"¹T50. With expres-
sion ~6! for the magnetic field, it is easy to show that th
condition is satisfied if the temperature is a functionT(c) of
the flux c.

From Eq.~2! for the magnetic fieldB, we see that the
toroidal flow Vf will alter the equilibrium magnetic field
unless the flow satisfies the equation¹Ã(Vff̂ÃB)50. With
expression~6! for the magnetic field, it is straightforward t
show that the equilibrium magnetic field will not be altere
by the flow if Vf is given by the product of the major radiu
R and an arbitrary functionf (c) of the flux c. It is conve-
nient to takef (c) to be proportional to the sound speedcs

5AT(c). Then we writeVf in the form

Vf5M
R

Raxis

AT~c!, ~8!

where Raxis is the position of the magnetic axis in majo
radius and the Mach numberM is the ratio of the toroidal
flow velocity to the sound speed:

Vf /cs5M
R

Raxis

. ~9!

The mass densityrm is determined by the force balanc
equation~7! together with expression~8! for Vf . Let us take
rm to be a function of the major radiusR so that the pressure
P(R,c)5rm(R)T(c). Then the component of the force ba
ance equation~7! parallel to the magnetic field can be writte
as

d

dR
rm5rmM2R/Raxis

2 . ~10!

Equation~10! can be integrated to give the equilibrium ma
density
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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rm5expS 1

2
M2F S R

Raxis
D 2

21G D . ~11!

By specifying the fluxc, the temperatureT(c) as a
function of c, and Vf and rm as a function of the Mach
numberM through Eqs.~8! and~11!, respectively, we ensur
that the component of the force parallel to the magnetic fi
is zero in equilibrium. However, the component of the for
perpendicular to the magnetic field is not, in general, ze
We obtain an axisymmetric equilibrium dynamically by sol
ing the two-dimensional component of the MHD equatio
for the magnetic field~2! and the momentum~3! in the po-
loidal plane (R,z). The net force on the plasma perpendic
lar to the magnetic field generates a mass flow which al
the magnetic field and, hence, the fluxc. The temperature is
then determined through the functional formT(c), and the
toroidal flow and the mass density are determined from E
~8! and~11!, respectively. With the resistivityh50, but with
a nonzero viscositym, the system relaxes into an equilibriu
in which the force balance equation~7! is satisfied. The smal
residual flow is damped away by the viscosity.

An example of an equilibrium with a sound speed tor
dal flow (M51) is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1~a! is a plot of
the toroidal flowVf ~solid line! and the pressureP ~dashed
line! as a function of the major radiusR through the mid-
plane of the torus (z50) for a plasma withb52P0 /Bf0

2

FIG. 1. Equilibrium with a sound speed toroidal flow.~a! The toroidal flow
Vf ~solid line! and the pressureP ~dashed line! are plotted as a function o
the major radiusR through the midplane of the torus (z50) for a plasma
with b51%. ~b! The safety factorq is plotted as a function ofR through the
midplane (z50). For reference, a line withq51 is also plotted.
Downloaded 09 Mar 2004 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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51%, whereP0 is the pressure at the magnetic axis andBf0

is the toroidal magnetic field at the magnetic axis. Theq
profile through the midplane of the torus is shown in F
1~b!. The minimum value ofq at the magnetic axis isq0

50.95. In order to eliminate any possible resonances with
n51 perturbation other than theq51 resonance, the curren
profile is chosen such thatq,2 everywhere in the plasma.

The stability of an equilibrium with a toroidal flow to a
sawtooth perturbation with toroidal mode numbern51 is
obtained by linearizing the MHD equations~2!–~5! about the
equilibrium, with all perturbed quantities varying with toro
dal anglef ase2 if. The linearized equations are solved o
a Cartesian grid inR andz. Spatial derivatives are evaluate
to fourth order in the grid spacingD ~Ref. 19!, while time
stepping is second-order accurate in the time stepDt with a
leap frog trapezoidal scheme.20 The equations are numer
cally integrated in time until a time-asymptotic state
reached in which the perturbed magnetic and kinetic ener
vary in time ase2gt, whereg is the growth~or damping! rate
of the n51 sawtooth mode. Unless otherwise stated,
transport coefficientsh5m5D5331025, and the parallel
thermal conductionk i51.

III. SAWTOOTH STABILITY IN FLOW FREE FINITE b
TOROIDAL PLASMAS

Before investigating the effect of toroidal flows on th
stability of sawteeth, we first consider the effect of fini
~nonzero! plasma pressure on sawtooth stability in flow-fr
toroidal plasmas. Figure 2 is a plot of the growth rateg of an
n51 perturbation as a function ofb in a flow-free plasma
(M50) with q050.95. When the plasma pressure is ze
(b50), the equilibrium current gradient is the only sour
of free energy that can drive instabilities. In this current p
file with q0,1, an n51 perturbation is unstable with
growth rateg53.531024tA

21 . As b increases in magnitude
from zero, the plasma pressure is no longer negligible
the growth rate of the perturbation increases monotonic
with b. When b reaches 1%, the growth rateg58
31024tA

21 , more than twice as large as the growth rate in
pressureless plasma withb50. The plasma pressure is th
dominant source of free energy whenb51%.

FIG. 2. Growth rate vsb in a flow free plasma. The growth rateg of the
n51 mode in a flow free toroidal plasma is plotted as a function ofb. The
simulation results are given by the closed circles.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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The effect of finiteb on the structure of the growing
pressure perturbation is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 is a plo
the real part of the pressure perturbation in the poloidal pl
(R,z) when b5~a! 0 and ~b! 1%. The light area is the
region where the pressure perturbation is positive, while
region of negative perturbed pressure is dark. In both ca
the perturbation consists of two lobes. There is one lobe
which the pressure perturbation is positive and one lobe
which it is negative, so that the perturbation is proportio
to sin(u1a) whereu is the poloidal angle anda is an arbi-
trary phase shift. Whenb50 the perturbation is localized
around the flux surface whereq51, while whenb is large
the perturbation extends inward from theq51 surface to the
magnetic axis.

IV. STABILIZATION OF SAWTEETH BY TOROIDAL
FLOWS

Consider now the effect of a toroidal flow on the stab
ity of the n51 mode in a toroidal plasma with central safe
factor q0,1. Figure 4 is a plot of the growth rateg of an
n51 perturbation as a function of the Mach numberM of the
toroidal flow, for a toroidal equilibrium withq050.95 and
b51%. The results shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate that
flow has a stabilizing effect on then51 mode. A toroidal
flow of one-tenth of the sound speed reduces the growth

FIG. 3. Mode structure with increasingb. The real part of the pressur
perturbation of then51 mode is plotted in the poloidal plane (R,z) for b
5~a! 0 and~b! 1%. The light area is the region where the pressure per
bation is positive, while the region of negative perturbed pressure is da
Downloaded 09 Mar 2004 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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of the mode by about 15% compared to the growth rate i
flow-free plasma. As the magnitude of the toroidal flow i
creases, the growth rate of then51 mode continues to de
crease. When the toroidal flow speed increases to four-te
of the sound speed, the growth rate is five times smaller t
the growth rate in a flow-free plasma. The mode is co
pletely stabilized by the toroidal flow when the flow spe
increases to one-half of the sound speed. And the mode
mains stable as the flow speed increases to the sound s

The change in the structure of then51 mode as the
toroidal flow velocity increases is displayed in Fig. 5. Figu
5 is a plot of the real part of the pressure perturbation in
poloidal plane. When the magnitude of the toroidal flow
20% of the sound speed@Fig. 5~a!#, the pressure perturbatio
consists of two lobes as in the flow free case@Fig. 3~b!#, but
the lobes are now twisted in the poloidal plane by the tor
dal flow. The twisted lobes rotate in the poloidal pla
around the magnetic axis. Since the structure of then51
mode is resonant with the pitch of the helical magnetic fi
lines at theq51 magnetic flux surface, the shear in the to
oidal flow twists and shears the mode in the poloidal pla
As the magnitude of the toroidal flow velocity increases, t
lobes are twisted to an increasing extent@Fig. 5~b!, M
50.4] until the n51 mode is completely stabilized@Fig.
5~c!, M50.5].

The results in Fig. 4 describe the stabilizing influence
a toroidal flow on then51 resistive kink mode in a plasm
with transport coefficientsh5m5D5331025. The effect
on stability of reducing the magnitude of the transport co
ficients is shown in Fig. 6. The solid curve Fig. 6 is a plot
the growth rateg of ann51 perturbation as a function of th
Mach numberM of the toroidal flow, for a plasma equilib
rium identical to that used in Fig. 4 except thath5m5D
5231025. As a comparison, the stability curve in Fig. 4 fo
h5m5D5331025 is redrawn as the dashed line in Fig.
For a flow free plasma (M50), the growth rate increase
from g58.131024 when h5m5D5331025 to g59.4
31024 whenh5m5D5231025. We have further reduced
the magnitude of the transport coefficients in a flow fr
plasma and find that the grow rate reaches a maximum v
of g51.231023 when h5m5D5531026. As the mag-
nitude of the transport coefficients is reduced bel

r-
.

FIG. 4. Growth rate vs flow speed. The growth rateg of the n51 mode in
a toroidal plasma withb51% is plotted as a function of the Mach numbe
M of the toroidal flow. The simulation results are given by the closed circ
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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531026, the growth rate of then51 mode decreases. A
analogous behavior has been observed in the stability of t
ing modes in a cylindrical plasma.21 As h increases in mag
nitude from zero, the growth rateg of tearing modes in-
creases reaching a maximum valueg0 at someh0 . As h
increases beyondh0 , the growth rate decreases. For sm
h,h0 , the equilibrium current is nearly constant over t
narrow resistive current layer around the resonant surfac
the tearing mode, and the growth rate of the tearing m
scales ash3/5. However, whenh.h0 the resonant curren
layer is broader and the equilibrium current varies sign
cantly within the layer. The growth rate then decreases w
increasingh. In our toroidaln51 simulations, the equilib-
rium pressure and current profiles vary across the reso
layer around theq51 surface unlessh is very small. As the

FIG. 5. Mode structure with increasing flow speed. The real part of
pressure perturbation of then51 mode is plotted in the poloidal plan
(R,z) for Mach numberM5~a! 0.2, ~b! 0.4, and~c! 0.5. The light area is the
region where the pressure perturbation is positive, while the region of n
tive perturbed pressure is dark.
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magnitude of the toroidal flow in Fig. 6 increases whenh
5m5D5231025, the growth rate of then51 mode de-
creases. However, because the flow free growth rate w
h5m5D5231025 is a little larger than whenh5m5D
5331025, the magnitude of the toroidal flow required fo
complete stabilization is a little larger.

V. SUMMARY

Sheared toroidal flows have a stabilizing influence
n51 sawteeth in finiteb tokamaks. As the magnitude of th
toroidal flow increases in a tokamak plasma withq,1, the
growth rate of then51 mode decreases. When the mag
tude of the toroidal flow approaches the sound speed,
mode can be stabilized even though the safety factorq is less
than unity. The flow twists and shears the mode over sm
scale lengths that are limited by the magnitude of the tra
port coefficients. The magnitude of the transport coefficie
~resistivity and viscosity! used in the simulations must b
large enough to resolve these small scale lengths. Becau
the finite number of grid points in the simulations, the ma
nitude of the resistivity and the viscosity used in the simu
tions is much larger than those at the center of a hot tokam
with central Lundquist numberS;109. However, since the
flow free growth rate of then51 mode is smaller at very
small h, the magnitude of the toroidal flow required for st
bilization of sawteeth is likely even smaller than that fou
in our simulations at largerh. The simulations demonstrat
that, in addition to the current and pressure profiles, the
oidal velocity profile must be included in sawtooth stabili
analyses of tokamaks.

The transport coefficients in our simulations are com
rable to those in colder tokamaks like the COMPASS
tokamak.8 Sawteeth have been stabilized in experiments
the COMPASS-C tokamak utilizing externally applied res
nant magnetic perturbations.8 In these experiments, a mag
netic perturbation with poloidal mode numberm52 and to-
roidal mode numbern51 is applied to a tokamak plasma
The resonant magnetic perturbation brings the plasma to
at theq52 flux surface, producing a large increase in t

e

a-

FIG. 6. Transport coefficients. The growth rateg of the n51 mode in a
toroidal plasma withb51% is plotted as a function of the Mach numberM
of the toroidal flow whenh5m5D5231025 ~solid curve! and h5m
5D5331025 ~dashed curve!. The simulation results are given by th
circles.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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toroidal velocity shear together with the suppression of s
teeth. These observations provide evidence of the impac
sheared flows on the stability of sawteeth.
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